
Both your favourite fluorescent or LED large 
bulkheads are now available fitted with a 

robust, hand-formed steel cage. The ultimate 
cage-lighter, guaranteed to provide protection 

with poise, whatever is thrown at it.

SP-10/12 LARGE OVAL
BULKHEAD WITH CAGE

Width Length Depth Weight
178mm 341mm 145mm 2600g

WHITE BLACK ANTIQUE 
BRONZE

INDUSTRIAL
ALUMINIUM

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

PRODUCT PREVIEW - SPRING ‘24

Indoor-Outdoor Use, Clear / Frosted

PLACE AN ORDER GIVE US A CALL DROP BY
+44 (0) 141 882 3262
INFO@COUGHTRIE.COM

J&G COUGHTRIE
69-71 MONTROSE AVENUE
HILLINGTON, GLASGOW, G52 4LA

JGCOUGHTRIE.COM

FAQS

Colours & Finishes
What colours can I get it in? 
The cage along with the bulkhead can be purchased in any of our standard finishes or 
you can specify a custom RAL colour. Please enquire directly with our sales team.

Environment Of Use Can it be used outside / in wet environments? 
Yes, the light is IP65 rated.

Robustness
How strong is the cage? 
The cage is hand formed from steel wire and welded to a laser cut steel base. It’s very 
robust and rated to IK10.

Fitting - New
Can I purchase the cage on its own to fit on a recently purchased SP-10/12 Bulkhead? 
Yes. We will be selling the cage separately and will provide the cage with fitting screws. 
Cage dimensions on its own: W: 178mm L: 341mm D: 90mm | 400g

Fitting - Old Could I fit the cage on an original J&G Coughtrie SP-10/12 from the 1950s? 
Yes, the cage can be fitted with new screws we’ll supply. 

Light Output
What is the light output? 
The caged bulkhead light output and power requirements are the same as their respec-
tive LED or fluorescent lights without.

RELEASED: 08/02/2024



OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Both your favourite fluorescent or LED compact 
bulkheads are now available fitted with a 

robust, hand-formed steel cage. Guaranteed 
to provide protection with poise, whatever is 

thrown at it.

SY-6 COMPACT OVAL
BULKHEAD WITH CAGE

Width Length Depth Weight
118mm 233mm 132mm 1200g

WHITE BLACK ANTIQUE 
BRONZE

INDUSTRIAL
ALUMINIUM

PRODUCT PREVIEW - SPRING ‘24

Indoor-Outdoor Use, Clear / Frosted

PLACE AN ORDER GIVE US A CALL DROP BY
+44 (0) 141 882 3262
INFO@COUGHTRIE.COM

J&G COUGHTRIE
69-71 MONTROSE AVENUE
HILLINGTON, GLASGOW, G52 4LA

JGCOUGHTRIE.COM

FAQS

Colours & Finishes
What colours can I get it in? 
The cage along with the bulkhead can be purchased in any of our standard finishes or 
you can specify a custom RAL colour. Please enquire directly with our sales team.

Environment Of Use Can it be used outside / in wet environments? 
Yes, the light is IP65 rated.

Robustness
How strong is the cage? 
The cage is hand formed from steel wire and welded to a laser cut steel base. It’s very 
robust and rated to IK10.

Fitting - New
Can I purchase the cage on its own to fit on a recently purchased SY-6 Bulkhead? 
Yes. We will also be selling the cage separately along with fitting screws. 
Cage dimensions on its own: W: 118mm L: 233mm D: 90mm | 200g

Fitting - Old
Could I fit the cage on an original J&G Coughtrie SY-6 from the 1950s? 
Yes, the cage can be fitted with new screws we’ll supply. Note it will sit higher on the 
flange than on the newly released SY-6.

Light Output What is the light output? The caged bulkhead light output and power requirements are 
the same as their respective LED or fluorescent lights without.

RELEASED: 08/02/2024
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